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The Cross and the Towel
Subject to the Higher
Powers
Elephant Foot Helps
Build Church
This Church Thinks Its
Families Are Important

From the Editor
There is a difference between editors and writers. One person has made
the observation that writers cannot spell and editors cannot write. But all
editors try their hand at writing. The article "The Cross and the Towel" is a
case in point. This was presented as a meditation at the 1969 General
Conference and is abridged and presented here by request.
The primary concern of the writer is not for the continuance or revival
of the practice of feet washing as a part of the communion service but rather
the incorporation of its meaning into our theology and Christian life.
However, if symbols have any value in the preservation of truth it would seem
that we do well to think twice before discarding a symbol so biblical in its
origin and so deep within our heritage. An increasing emphasis within the
Christian church on ministry and service should add value to the observance
of this symbolic practice.
We are anticipating that Dr. Schrag's sabbatical will permit him time to
write and we should benefit from this effort. In this issue he touches on an
area of tension for one who takes seriously the biblical call to non-resistant
love and the call for subjection to governmental authority. Some of our older
readers will be interested to know that Mrs. Schrag is a daughter of the late
Bishop R. I. Witter.
It is interesting and beneficial to hear the reports of missionaries speaking
out of many years of experience. It is also interesting to have those newly
arrived in another culture share their spontaneous observations of this new
experience. The article "Japan I s . . ." is such an observation. Tim and Nancy
Botts have recently gone to Japan to carry on the English teaching program
Andrew Stoner had developed and as well to assist in the mission work.
Still vivid in our memories is the elephant foot the Kiblers took with them
as they toured the church during their furlough. In this issue we see and hear
the results of the monies placed in the massive foot.
One of the characteristics of youth today is their idealism. And sometimes
their zeal and our apathy result in expressions that the news media pick up
and make much of. But there are many times this idealism finds expression in
less dramatic ways but very worthwhile. We are glad to share with our
readership how the concern for Appalachia by Messiah College students
found expression during the Christmas Holidays.
If you have ever had the feeling that the home suffers at both the hands of
its friends as well as at the hands of its enemies be sure to read "This Church
Thinks Families are Important."
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Editorial

'Teaching Them to Observe . . ."
The final three verses in the twenty-eighth chapter of
Matthew are the best known and most used of all scriptures. Commonly known as the Great Commission, these
verses have become the marching orders for the church and
a basic text for evangelistic effort and missionary endeavor.
It is not difficult to understand why these three verses
have been given the place they have. They are the words of
the Lord of the Church—the crucified and risen One to
whom all power has been given. The setting is significant.
It was spoken during the final days of his ministry and
upon one of the last appearances to his disciples.
It has all the marks of a summary command—brief, complete and final. It is all there:
Evangelism—"make disciples"
Church fellowship—"baptizing"
Nurture—"teaching them to observe"
This all within the context of the presence and power of
the risen and ascended Lord.
It may not be necessary for an army to understand why
a command is issued but it is important that they accurately
understand the command. One does not find it difficult to
imagine the confusion and tragedy resulting from an army's
movement when the orders were not clearly understood.
Even for the church it is necessary that we not only pay
attention to the verbs "go," "make," "baptize," and
"teach" but that we understand the meaning of "disciple"
and take seriously the goal of the teaching.
Churches that have taken the Great Commission seriously have followed the New Testament Church in its pattern.
There is the proclamation of the good news and the call to
repentance and faith. Although a response is called for on
the part of the hearer, the initiative is with God. The Holy
Spirit calls, convicts, and grants saving faith. By this a man
is forgiven and born again.
In all of this the sovereign grace of God is recognized.
Just as in New Testament days, he can save by the thousands or the one. He saves a multitude of devout Jews on
the day of Pentecost and a pagan Philippian jailer and his
family in a midnight prayer meeting. He establishes a
church in tradition-bound Jerusalem and also in dissolute
Corinth. And it continues so in our day. God honors his
message and disciples are made.
But I confess that I have some problems when I read
these verses in Matthew with their very clear call to obedience to what Jesus taught. I have some misgivings when I
note the use of the descriptive word "disciple" and recall
the very severe statements Jesus made when describing
those who would be his disciples. I have problems because
I hear so little of this in what we commonly understand as
gospel preaching.
February 10, 1970

I have problems because I do not see the relationship between belief and obedience in our proclamation that the
New Testament sees. I do not see the union between experience and life that the Gospels and the Epistles demand.
I do not see the weighing of the cost of being a disciple
which is a part of the New Testament pattern.
Jesus was quite clear on what it meant to be a disciple. It
called for a loyalty above family. It demanded the bearing
of the cross. It involved a denial of self and a losing of one's
life. It was not a decision to be made impulsively but called
for the weighing of alternatives.
The Gospel of John describes discipleship in terms with
which we are familiar, when he uses the phrase "believe in."
But John is careful to record that Jesus said that the reality
of this saving relationship was the "keeping of my commandments."
Now if we look at the full-orbed meaning of the word
disciple in the New Testament it includes faith and obedience; experience and conduct; blessings and demands. If we
are to be true to the Great Commission these are the characteristics we expect in disciples and these become the content of the message.
It is necessary for the church to bridge the gap which
has been allowed to grow between the Gospels and the
Epistles as they speak to Christian obedience. Dr. Martin
Schrag has pointed out that one of the characteristics of
ana-baptist theology was their concern for the Gospels. The
Protestant Reformation had taken root in the EpistlesRomans and Galatians—with emphases upon the work of
Christ rather than his teachings. I would venture that evangelicalism has inherited this emphasis. But can one claim to
be fulfilling the Great Commission without giving equally
close attention to Christ's teaching?
It is in our obedience to the teachings of Christ and the
ethical and social demands of the Epistles that the experience within becomes visible without. It is in obedience that
the "renewed mind" of Romans 12:2 challenges the conformity to this world. It is in obedience to Christ that we
can with any justification bear the title Christian—Christlike.
This type of discipleship will have a unique style of life
quite in contrast to what passes for modern day Christianity. What would it mean if I would take the teachings of
Christ as seriously as I take the work of Christ? What would
happen to the life of a congregation that decided "to observe all" that Christ has commanded? What evidence of
sacrifice, forgiveness, acceptance, compassion, servanthood,
and love would begin to develop? Indeed, what supernatural
evidences of God's power may be evident if we became
serious about "doing all things Christ commanded."
Obedience is in one respect a personal and individual
matter but it is also a corporate concern. It is not just a
concern of the member. It is a concern of the body in response to the Head.
One of the values of a denomination is that it is a fellowship with certain common and basic assumptions and understandings which become a basis for an approach to matters
such as this. It is such a level that w"e could begin to ask
ourselves, "What does obedience to Christ mean for the
Brethren in Christ in the '70's?" And how does obedience
express itself in our manner and style of life?
In other words: What difference does it really make that
I am a Christian?

Orfe does not love people by proxy or from afar.
One loves in person to person relationships—with their feet in
our hands.

The
Cross
and the
Towel
John 13:1-17

John E. Zercher

Henry Hitt Crane wrote, "I wish that
athwart the crossbar of every cross, on
every altar of every church, there might
be draped a towel."
In these two symbols is expressed the
genius and the essence of the Christian
faith.
The cross—a stark reminder of God's
grace and man's sin; a sacred symbol of
God's love which reached high tide at
Calvary.
The towel—the mark of servanthood
and the pattern of life for those who
have been to Calvary. It is the symbol of
the Christian's love for his brother
which love Jesus said should be the
mark of His disciples.
There is a strange and non-biblical
separation of these two symbols. Many
there are who fear that the towel will
detract from the cross and so they
ignore the call to servanthood and mutual love. Others are so concerned with
tired and dusty feet that they fail to
understand the alienated heart. They
take the towel and ignore the cross.
This modern separation was not
known to our Lord. The context of His
taking a towel was in the very shadow
of the cross. He knew that His hour had
come. These were the final sacred moments with the Twelve. In this context
He took a towel.
This is indeed a strange incident. Here
was one who was from all eternity one
with the Father. Indeed, the writer to
the Hebrews states that He bore "the
brightness of his (God's) glory, and the
express image of his person . . . " He by
whom were all things made, had removed His coat, tied around Him a
servant's towel and was kneeling before
His disciples.

Here is a drama alien to our thinking.
Bible scholars find it difficult to believe
that in this high moment Jesus was
teaching a lesson in servanthood and
humility. They find it necessary to see a
more "spiritual" truth in the account.
Some suggest that it was a symbol of
baptism. Others see it as a washing away
of sins of the believers.
In spite of Jesus' clear and careful
explanation of his actions these scholars
miss the point. The serious aspect of
their strained interpretation is the assumption that there is something profane and secular about a humble ministry to a brother that is somehow unworthy of so sacred an honor. They fail
to see the close relationship between
kneeling before our fellow Christian and
kneeling at the cross. Somehow we miss
the truth that pride which prevents us
from taking the servant's posture will
keep us from confessing the sinner's
need. The pride that separates us from
our brother will also keep us from God.
It should not have been so strange to
the disciples or even to us. This was no
new concept. When the disciples had
disputed as to who would be the greatest Jesus had told them "The kings of
the Gentiles exercise lordship over
them; and those in authority over them
are called benefactors. But not so with
you; rather let the greatest become as
the youngest; and the leader as one who
serves." In contrast to the world's pattern "the Son of Man came not to be
ministered to but to minister .. ." The
writer to the Philippians describes Jesus
as ". . . taking the form of a servant . . ."
It is unnecessary to dwell long on how
contrary to human nature this concept
was to the disciples and still is to us.
The desire for position did not die with
the Twelve. The servant role is not the
recognized image of a successful man.
A close look at this strange drama
calls forth several observations.
Motivated By Love
This humble and menial act of service
was motivated by love. The opening
sentence clearly points out that with the
cross a few hours away and the cosmic
load of sin upon Him, Christ's love for
His disciples did not waver. "He loved
them to the end."
This is the identifying mark of Christian caring. There is the real and there is
the counterfeit. They may look alike
but the ring is different. There is nothing quite so destructive of relationships
and character as philanthropy without
love. Our welfare system is a case in
point. It hardens the giver and destroys
the recipient.
Evangelical
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There was a time that 1 attributed as
cynicism the observation that if you
would help a person long enough he
would eventually turn against you—
"Biting the hand that fed him." There is
enough truth in the observation to
remove it from the category of cynicism. For as Peter Dyck, veteran MCC
administrator has said, "The only way
you can help people without turning
them against you is to do it in love."
Now this love is not found in the
towel. It is expressed by the towel. This
love has its source in the cross. The love
beautifully expressed in I Corinthians
13 finds its source in I John 4; 19—"We
love because He first loved us." This
love treats the other as we would wish
to be treated—recognizing his aspirations and hopes; supporting his dignity
and self respect.
A Personal Expression
Washing feet is a very personal expression. It is a one to one relationship. I
question if there is any other way one
can really love.
There is a verse in I John I used to
find difficult to understand. "If anyone
says, I love God and hates his brother he
is a liar; for he who does not love his
brother whom he has seen, cannot love
God whom he has not seen." Now, my
problem was this: Because I could see
my brother was the very reason I found
it difficult to love him. He was crude,
overbearing, ill-mannered, and conceited—qualities that did not foster love.
I think I now understand what John
meant. One does not love people by
proxy or from afar. You love in person
to person relationships—with their feet
in your hands. We love in the first
person singular to the second person
singular—not en masse.
Olin Stockwell was a missionary in
China before the communists came to
power. When they came to power he
went to prison. From his prison cell he
wrote:
"My neighbor in prison had body lice.
I loaned him my blanket one day; then I
had lice* too. If I had just been further
away, I would not.have caught his lice,
and he would not have had my blanket.
Christian faith, like body lice, cannot be
caught except by contact. Other people
will never understand our Christian faith
until we get close enough to wash their
feet, to share in that personal service
through which the spiiit of Christ can
shine."
Love—Giving and Receiving
There is a third lesson in this incident—love is a two way relationship. It
is both giving and receiving. One of the
dramatic moments of this scene was
Peter's refusal to permit Jesus to wash
February 10, 1970

his feet. We are almost taken aback at
Jesus' reply to Peter's refusal, "If I do
not wash you, you have no part in me."
Many commentators stumble over
what to me is a very simple truth—If
someone is going to wash feet someone
is going to have his feet washed. If
someone is to serve there are those who
will be served. This example of Jesus is
primarily set within the context of the
Christian Church. It is a brotherhood
relationship; and in the family of faith
we all should give and we all must
receive.
Most of us are like Peter. When it
comes down to it we would prefer to
serve rather than be served. It may be
costly and inconvenient to help but it is
humbling to be in need of help. It
requires grace to share my time and
means with one who has suffered misfortune; but more grace is required to
be that unfortunate brother who is the
recipient of the sacrifice of others.
There are in every congregation those
who are constantly doing good, but for
whom it is nigh impossible to do anything. Take food to them in time of
illness and their reluctance to accept is
nigh embarrassing. Share your car when
you are both going to the same destination and they insist on paying. They
refuse to allow any entries to accrue on
the debt side of their ledger. These
generous souls have never learned the
true meaning of Christian love. For
Christian love receives as well as gives.
Christian love allows one's feet to be
washed as well as calls one to wash feet.
Humility and Security
The humility and selflessness that is
the mark of Christian servanthood is
possible because of our security in
Christ. Notice how the incident begins:
"Jesus knowing that the Father had
given all things into his hands; and that
he had come from God and was going to
God, rose from supper, laid aside his
garments, and girded himself with a
towel."
This verse has significance for what
follows. The humility that Christ demonstrated was grounded in the knowledge of His origin, His present position,
and His destiny. He knew He had come
from God; He was going to God; and
God had given all power into His hands.
Pride is a strange sin. Usually it is
interpreted as a feeling of superiority

and over-confidence. It is in reali.ty a
sense of inferiority and insecurity. Rather than an indication of how high a
regard one has for himself it is really
how low.
In this connection I recall my college
days. Living in Lancaster, Pa., I would
often go down to the center of the city.
During these trips down town I would
occasionally see a young lady who was
conspicuous in her appearance. Three
things I recall. She was overdressed. She
may not have been noticed on Fifth
Avenue but she was conspicuous in
Lancaster. She was always alone. And
she appeared sad.
Now on what is obviously very slight
evidence I make this observation. The
usual evaluation of this lady would have
been that she was proud and that she
felt quite superior to the rest of us. But
I believe that if the truth were known it
was not that she felt superior but
terribly inferior. And what one would
describe as pride was in fact an evidence
of her sense of inferiority and insecuri• r
How many of us in our insecurity; in
our felt need to be recognized refuse the
servant's posture. We have not learned
that our position in Christ and His
attitude towards us makes it of very
little consequence what our position is
among men. So if we are asked to mow
the church lawn or do the janitor's task
while others are asked to teach a class or
sing in the choir we do not lose our
spiritual poise. Status with men loses its
importance when we are aware of our
status in Christ.
I am reminded of the eulogy given
upon the occasion of the memorial
service for Dean Edward Howell Roberts, late dean of Princeton Theological
Seminary. After appropriate remarks
concerning the wide and noted ministry
of Dean Roberts the speaker said in
essence: "He was a common man, natural and unimposing. He could be that
way because he did not need to impress
any man of his worth. He knew what he
was worth because he knew what value
God had placed on him. God had given
His son for him."
The cross and the towel must be
joined in the Gospel proclamation.
Without the cross the message is powerless. Without the towel it is meaningless.
What God hath joined together let not
man put asunder.

Status with men loses its importance when we are aware of
our status in Christ.

Subject to the H i g h e r Powers
Martin H. Schrag

Many voices! One group of extremists
shout it is time to smash the decaying
and sick establishment and another, on
the other end of the spectrum, declares
the state must be obeyed, be it right or
wrong. In this day of conflicting opinions and confusion about what should
be our attitude toward the state, it is
well to realize that some fundamental
clues are much closer to us than we may
have realized. We need but dip into
Brethren in Christ history for some
significant guidelines. I should like to
emphasize two.
One position that the Brethren affirmed from the beginning was that
governments were ordained of God.
Such governments were to control evil
and promote the general welfare so that
the people of God could carry on their
activity. It was the duty of the Christian
to be "strictly loyal to the Government
under which he lives." This quote is
from the official Brethren in Christ
Confession of Faith of 1881. That same
statement indicated Christians were to
pay their taxes and pray for their rulers.
The first River Brethren confession (ca.
1770-1790) contained the same concerns as did affirmations of faith that
were written after the 1881 statement.
One of the things that impressed
those who wrote about the Brethren
during the latter part of the Nineteenth
century was their quiet law-abiding demeanor. One journalist (Kansas City
Journal, 1902) noted that the Brethren
had lived in Dickinson County, Kansas
for twenty-five years and in that time
only one member had been apprehended by the law.
There was another very important
point made by the Brethren. They
strongly believed that loyalty to Christ
and His Church transcended all other
commitments. The 1961 statement of
Brethren doctrine succinctly summarizes this heritage. "Followers of Christ
owe their first allegiance to God and His
kingdom," Foundational here was the
The writer. Chairman of the Division
of
Religion and Philosophy, Messiah College, is
presently on a sabbatical attending
Princeton
Theojogical Seminary.

belief that the mission of the church
was distinct from the mission of the
state. One brother stated the two were
as different as "thistles are from grass."
The Christians were to be centrally
related to "their captain" (Christ) and
"their company" (the Church).
The theological conclusion was that
one was to be loyal to government in
"all things that do not conflict or are
not forbidden by the Word of the Lord"
(1881 confession). The claims of Christ
were prior to and judged the claims of
the state. God was the ultimate authority and the reaches of the state were to
be critically evaluated in the light of
God's revelation in Jesus Christ. The
blind acceptance of the authority of the
state was idolatry.
One thing that has impressed me in
the last ten years, and especially focused
in my mind in the current American
international involvement, is that many
American Christians tend in the direction of making a religion out of nationalism or Americanism. The danger is
acute for those who are culturally,
economically, and politically conservative. I am not referring to the healthy
love and respect we are all to have for
our country; be we Canadians or Americans.
My conviction was strengthened a few
years ago when I read a book by
Cornelius Loew entitled, Modern Rivals
to Christian Faith. In that book the
author has a chapter in which he discusses how democracy has become the
"common religion" for many Americans. He quotes Reinhold Niebuhr as
stating, "if one may judge by the
various commencement utterances, . . .
Americans have only one religion:
devotion to democracy." In commenting on the views of Dr. Niebuhr, Mr.
Loew wrote, "He was challenging Christians to beware of making democracy
the object of supreme loyalty in such a
way as to transform it into a false god,
an idol." Author Loew went on to raise
the question as to whether we are not
sometimes tempted to use God and
Christianity for the welfare of the state.
Care must be exercised lest we seek to

manipulate God for our selfish purposes. Such was one of the great dangers
of Baalism.
My education was furthered by Will
Herberg in Protestant, Catholic, Jew. It
was the considered opinion of Dr. Herberg that every functioning society has a
common religion and in America that
religion goes by the name of "The
American Way of Life."
The American Way of Life is, at
b o t t o m , a spiritual structure, a structure of ideas and ideals, of aspirations
and values, of beliefs and standards; it
synthesizes all that commends itself
to the American as the right, the good
and the true in actual life.

As evidence for his assertions, the
author mentioned a study which indicated Americans tended to feel they
could love all their enemies except those
of the nation.
In November of 1967 I heard Dr.
James E. Wood, Jr., professor at Baylor
University, deliver a paper on the problem of nationalism. This has now been
printed as a pamphlet under the title of
The Problem of Nationalism in ChurchState Relations (Herald Press). In this
work he points to the dangers of the
wrong kind of nationalism. This is a
short work well worth the reading.
I began by suggesting that Brethren
history has two guidelines that can be of
help to us in our day. They are that
governments, ordained of God, are to be
obeyed and respected. Such obedience,
however, is limited by the Christian's
higher commitment to Jesus Christ. I
ended by pointing to the danger of
making a religion out of the relationship
to country.
Let me conclude by proposing we
place our love of country in the context
of the international nature of the people
of God. I recently read an article written by Billy Graham. In that writing he
suggests to those just born again, "you
are now a member of a world-wide
brotherhood that spans every national,
racial and linguistic barrier." That
brotherhood is the foretaste of the
eternal Kingdom.
Evangelical
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Religious News
Mormon Leader Quoted as Saying
Negro Ban is Tradition, Not Doctrine
The late President David O. McKay of
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints (Mormon) has never affirmed the
existence of any Church doctrine concerning Negroes, according to a Mormon
university professor in Salt Lake City.
Dr. Sterling M. McMurrin, a longtime
critic of the Mormon policy of barring
Negroes from the priesthood, said he
was among others who discussed the
Negro issue with President McKay during a private conversation in 1954.
"I introduced the subject of the common belief among the Mormon Church
membership that Negroes are under a
divine curse," Dr. McMurrin recalled. "I
told him I regarded this doctrine as both
false and morally abhorrent, and he
replied that he was 'glad' that I had
taken this stand, as he also did not
believe this teaching. He stated his
position very forcefully and very clearly."
President McKay is quoted as saying,
"We believe that we have scriptural
precedent for withholding the priesthood from the Negro. It is a practice,
not a doctrine, and the practice will
some day be changed. And that's all
there is to it."
Harris Poll Finds Massachusetts
"Generally" Backs Parochial Aid
A Louis Harris Poll has indicated that
public opinion in Massachusetts is generally in favor of some measure of financial aid to church-related schools.
Roman Catholics generally were more
in favor of public aid for private and
religious schools than non-Catholics, although a majority of them favored
"auxiliary services" such as textbook
and bus transportation aid.
NHA Chooses Executive Director
At the Executive Committee Meeting
of the National Holiness Association
held in Detroit, Mich., December 11,
Dr. O. Dale Emery was chosen as
Executive Director of NHA.
Dr. Emery, who has been serving as
General Secretary of Youth, Wesleyan
Church, assumed this position with the
NHA on a full-time basis, January 1,
1970. An office has been opened at 21
Beachway Drive, Indianapolis, Ind.
46224.
The duties of the new Executive
Director will include office management, public relations for the organization, convention manager, organizer and
promoter of hi-level study conferences
and seminars, coordinator and promoter
of the cooperative ministries as carried
on by the respective commissions of
NHA. A portion of his time will be
February 10, 1970

consumed in serving as speaker for
holiness conventions, seminars and rallies.
Dr. Emery is a graduate of Marion
College and Northern Baptist Seminary.
He is married to the former Ruthanne
Adams. They are the parents of six
children.
14 Missionaries Deported
By India in Two Years
Fourteen foreign Christian missionaries left India during the period from
1966-68 as the result of deportation
proceedings by the government. This
was announced in Parliament in New
Delhi by the minister of state for home
affairs, V. C. Shukla, who said the
missionaries were reported to have indulged in anti-social and prejudicial activities.
Mr. Shukla said they left the country
on being served with notices that action
was being contemplated against them.
The minister said five Americans, three
Canadians, two Britons, two Spaniards,
a Hungarian, and an Australian were
deported.
Invite Foreign Missionaries
To U.S., Missioners Urge
The United Methodist Board of Missions was urged to invite foreign
Churches to send missionaries to the
U.S.
Concurring in the request were 100
missionaries of the denomination taking
part in a third Missionary Conference at
Westerville, Ohio. The brief statement
was one of several recommendations
forwarded to the mission board.
Participants agreed that many calls are
being heard to reevaluate the presence
of U.S. missionaries abroad.
Canadian Mennonites Fail to
Get Audience with Trudeau
Mennonites in Canada tried for almost
a year to arrange a meeting with Prime
Minister Trudeau, but without success.
This is the first time since William Lyon
Mackenzie King took office in 1921
that the Mennonites have not had an
audience with an incoming Canadian
Prime Minister.
According to the December 19, 1969,
issue of the "Canadian Mennonite,"
Mennonite Central Committee (Canada)
had "made direct approaches to Mr.
Trudeau's office and also attempted to
set up an audience through two cabinet
ministers, James Richardson and John
Turner." After a final attempt in
December, MCC (Canada) asked Minister of Justice John Turner to deliver
their brief to Mr. Trudeau.
Reaction to the Prime Minister's refusal to see the Mennonites came from
Dave Boldt, Saskatchewan Minister of
Highways and a Mennonite. Hearing
that Mr. Trudeau had received John and
Yoko Lennon, but not the Mennonites,
he wrote a letter to the Honorable Otto
Emil Lang, Saskatoon's representative
to the House of Commons.
Claiming to be "humbly proud" of his
Mennonite association, Boldt outlined

the work of MCC, told in what .high
regard the organization is held by other
denominations, and testified to the
Christian nature of MCC and its personnel.
He expressed disappointment that the
Prime Minister had taken time—more
time than the Mennonites had expected—to see the Lennons but refused the
MCC delegation. He hoped that in the
future the Prime Minister would show
better judgment, should MCC (Canada)
try again to set up a meeting.
MCC Responds to
Nigerian Emergency
With the collapse of Biafra and the
cessation of relief flights to that former
area, an expanded emergency relief
operation is shaping up within Nigeria.
One such effort is that sponsored by the
Christian Council of .Nigeria (CCN).
A cable received Wednesday, January
14, at the MCC headquarters in Akron
reads: "Biafra surrender. Thousands of
refugees released. Relief operations
shifted to agencies operating federal
side. Desperate need for funds save as
many lives as possible. Please respond
with whatever you have available soonest grateful." The cable was signed by
Emmanuel Urhobo, the director of the
rehabilitation commission of the Christian Council of Nigeria.
In response, MCC is sending $25,000
from funds on hand designated for relief
in Nigeria to CCN to enable them to
purchase local medicines and foods.
In a telephone conversation with CCN
officials in Lagos, Vern Preheim, MCC
director for Africa, was encouraged to
release Warren and Linda Grasse, TAP
director for Nigeria, for a three-month
assignment in Lagos. Warren would assist the Christian Council in its administration of an emergency relief program.
Keith Gingrich, a TAP teacher recently
returned from Nigeria, will return to Jos
to cover Grasse's TAP administration
for the three-month period.
After the political situation stabilizes,
and the emergency feeding lessens, MCC
will study how it can best work with the
Mennonite and other missions interests
in Nigeria in a long-range rehabilitation
program.
(See: "The Contemporary Scene")
World Relief Commission
in Biafra "War"
Although the shooting war between
Nigeria and Biafra has stopped, the
cease-fire signals the expansion of another kind of war for the World Relief
Commission.
WRC, the overseas relief arm of the
National Association of Evangelicals,
terms the current assistance a "war
against extinction, hunger, disease, abject poverty, hopelessness and despair."
Weapons, according to Everett Graffam,
director, will be food, clothing, medicine, blankets, vocational training and
food-for-work rehabilitation programs.
Long-range rehabilitation programs
are being drawn up to accompany the
immediate relief thrust.

Missions
Japan Is
Tim and Nancy Botts

Beauty
Everywhere I go in Japan I marvel at
the creative mastery of the Lord Jesus—
in the mountains, shrubbery, and flowers of this beautiful land. No wonder
that the Japanese are a highly sensitive
and artistic people. Our greatest sadness
here is that such highly endowed people
lack knowledge of the personal God
who made them. It is therefore our
purpose to introduce these people to
the one true God—who loves them and
yearns to bring them to fulfillment in
Himself.
The mountains—much more awesome
than Pennsylvania's hills—captured our
attention from the very first. We can
easily understand why the Japanese
have for centuries worshipped the yama
(mountain). Because of the abundant
rainfall the countryside and city
grounds are green, green, green! The
variety of trees and plants is astounding,
both of palm and deciduous varieties.
The many forests offer a plentiful supply of telephone poles!
The Japanese, too, appreciate the
foliage of their land. Even though a
family has only a tiny 3'x6' yard, it will
invariably include its share of shrubs,
kiku or chrysanthemum, rocks, and
often a fish pond. Speaking of rocks, we
have seen some boulders on sale for as
high as 108,000 yen or $300. The kiku
is the national flower and is seen in
every corner flower shop in city and
town alike. We were fascinated to notice
that often each bloom is wrapped separately in tissue paper to preserve its
shape. We are told that one of the
highest ways for a woman to show love
to her husband is through her flower
arrangements.
Exotic Foods
Everyone wonders about the food in
foreign countries.
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So do we! To smile and accept graciously a free sample of cold fish broth
offered in the supermarket .. . But even
though some tastes are not yet palatable
to us, trying many new foods almost
daily is exciting and interesting.
The soil here does many strange
things to plants that we are familiar
with at home; for example: eggplant the
size of ping pong balls, radishes up to
two feet long, carrots as thick as one's
wrist, cucumbers that look like long
fingers, and nashi—an apple-like fruit
that beats watermelon for percentage of
water content.
The varieties of fish are innumerable.
Favorites include raw, sliced octopus
tentacles, squid that has been hung, up
on the line to dry, and prawn which are
over-sized shrimp. Seaweed, most often
used as a decorative element in Japanese
dishes, is also used to wrap bite-size rice
dainties. Common sights at lunch time
are men on bicycles delivering trays of
soup or noodles for workmen on the
job. And the courteous hospitality!
Even in the real estate offices, when
looking for an apartment, we were
always given a seat and promptly served
green tea.
New Banking Customs
We have learned that in residential
and small business areas the street is
shared alike by cars, motorcycles, bicycles, vendors, telephone poles, and pedestrians. The latter is given the right of
way in the city street—but only if you
have the nerve to venture off the curb.
A business trip to the Japanese bank
is a unique experience. The first step in
cashing a check is to go to a desk and
fill out an application. The teller next
takes the check from you. You sit down
and wait patiently as four or five officers of the bank approve the check.
The money is finally received by a clerk

from the keeper of the vault somewhere
unseen. You in the meantime are free to
enjoy a large assortment of magazines in
the native tongue, or you can amuse
yourself with the parakeets in the corner cage. After about twenty minutes
you are called to the counter and
handed the money on a lovely serving
(ray. In Japanese business one learns
patience. In every situation their desire
is to be accommodating and helpful.
Thus, you can usually be assured that
your purchases will be carefully
wrapped to prepare them for the hazards of the press through the crowds to
your home.
Interesting Customs
Japan is white-gloved taxi drivers, hot
towels served before meals, pianos with
four less keys. It is sitting down to eat
supper just as the folks at home are
about to rise to yesterday's morn. It is
having no tax on purchases. Japan is
women polishing shoes and hauling
stones for construction. It is smelling
the bimonthly cleaning of toilets in the
air. It is having 360 yen for every dollar
and always thinking you have lots of
money, because your wallet is too small
for the huge bills.
Being an average-sized Westerner in
Japan is being a giant. The tables in
restaurants are always so low that one's
knees get a workout underneath. The
standard-sized doorway in Japan is 5' 8"
and good for teaching Westerners to
bow. I am thankful to the Lord for the
humble custom of bowing. In times of
embarrassment and inability to communicate because of the language barrier, bowing has been a way for me to
show my attitude towards another person. I realize now what a wonderful joy
it is to be able to tell someone how you
(Continued on page ten)
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The new Choma Church and Educational Building in the midst of African dwellings. The road
in the foreground intercepts the famous Cape to Cairo highway just a "stone's throw" beyond
the picture and passes by Nahumba Mission about a mile away. Notice the bell in the tower
topped by the cross—an essential for punctuality where timepieces are few and unreliable.

Elephant Foot Helps Build

Church

Rachel Kibler
CONVERTED-the foot of a wild
African elephant into an offering box!
Did you meet the elephant's foot that
toured various churches in eastern United States during parts of 1966-67? With
your help the foot accomplished its
purpose and we now have a church in
Choma!
Let me explain.
While on furlough and visiting various
churches and other groups, we used a
big elephant foot—and a portion of the
leg was there.too!—to gather funds for
the building of a church in Choma.
Usually after the regular offering had
been taken we invited people to drop
coins or bills for the building into the
cavernous depths of our pachydermous
"offering box." We had clearance with
Brethren in Christ Missions for doing
this and often had the elephant foot by
the door as people were leaving.
No, the foot did not get full; but the
need and novelty resulted in contributions sufficient to make us feel that we
could start construction when we returned to Africa.
On November 16, 1969, the building
was dedicated.
February 10, 1970

What a contrast between the Dedication Service and the initial meeting of
the Choma congregation in the spring of
1966! In fact, no community people
were present for that first service. The
second Sunday there were nine. Since
then there has been a steady growth.
Record community attendance for a
regular service was 152.
Dedication Sunday-nearly
500! It
was impossible to count them accurately as many could not get inside the
church.
The church is located in a "high
density" area—with one little house
built right beside another—and several
beer halls not far away. The needs of
the people are ever obvious. One night
while the church was under construction, we circled the block and witnessed
a weird procedure—a local witchdoctor
trying to "smoke out" the evil spirits
from a certain individual. How we long
and trust the Lord to use us to show
this people the way to be truly set free
from the power of sin!
Hundreds of children in the area come
and go as they please—with no discipline
whatsoever. For lack of something to

occupy their time, they become destructive at times. For example, they have
more than once dug the soft putty out
of the windows on the side of the
church partially sheltered from view—to
use as modeling clay. Some of the
window panes have not yet been put
into the windows; they entered the
church and tore some of the hymnbooks to bits, stole numbers and letters
from the record boards at the front of
the church. All this action simply proves
their need to be shown a better way.
If this sounds bleak, let me show you
another side to the picture.
A mother of nine children—her husband spends much of his time at the
local beer hall—has started coming to
the services. We are having about 40
people in our mid-week prayer meetings. One Sunday morning two teenage
boys stayed for prayer, confessing sins
and having their hearts made right before the Lord. Several local businessmen
and bankers have started attending. A
colored (of mixed race—according to
Southern African parlance) woman and
her sister have been attending, too.
(Continued on page ten)
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Choma Church
(Continued from page nine)
After some discussions with her concerning problems in her life, prayer and
trusting the Lord to renovate their lives,
she said a week later, "You know.
Part of the congregation at the Dedication,
presided over by Bishop Kipe. Henry N.
Hostetter, on his seventh official visit to
Africa, giving the Dedication sermon, Andrea
Munkombwe interpreting. J. Earl Musser,
former bishop in Zambia, now Director of

things are really changing in our family.
Even my husband has noticed it and I
didn't say anything to him about it."
The building is there, but the church
in flesh and blood is only beginning. We
want you to share in building the true
church: As your dollars helped in mak-

ing the physical structure your prayers
will help in overcoming problems and
bringing people to a recognition of their
need of Christ and spiritual health in
Him.

Missions, seated on platform—on first deputational tour. Others who took part in the
service were District Superintendents Mushala
and Mudenda, and Pastor Kibler.

scenes, is part of a series of pictures depicting
significant events—from birth to ascension—in
the life of Christ-on windows in the walls on
both sides of the church-the work of Africans at the Africa Art Center at Mindolo,
Zambia.

The Cross, with art work featuring Calvary

Indonesians Challenge Church in Bihar
Two Mennonite men from Indonesia—Rev. Harsosudhirdjo (a pastor) and Mr.
Hadipraesteya (manager of an 80-room hotel)—toured Mennonite and Brethren in
Christ groups for one month [latter part of 1969].
We learned that their food is very similar to Indian food and that even many of the
words of their language are much like some Hindi words.
I thought their impressions of India, as printed in the Information Sheet of the
Mennonite Christian Service Fellowship of India, worth passing on, since this is a case
of Asians speaking about other Asians:
Never before have we been confronted with such poverty as we found in India.
During the first weeks it was very hard to look at so many people in extremely
poor conditions w i t h o u t being able to do anything for them. But as time went
by we realized that economic poverty and insecurity are not the deepest
trouble of the Indians, just as wealth and a high standard of living do not bring
happiness and security as for example in America and Europe . . .
In India I have seen much of the old-fashioned evangelism—we cannot go out
and preach the Gospel in the old-fashioned way, but that we must send out
specially trained people—we realized anew that our first task as Christians is to
bring the Gospel to all peoples. We hope our visit has also awakened your sense
of responsibility towards this.

It was a challenge to the church here to learn how the Indonesian Church, also
financially poor, supports the pastors and sends workers to Bible School.
-Doris Cober, Barjora Mission
10

Can wfe count on you?

Japan Is . . .
(Continued from page eight)
feel. Be thankful that you can talk to
your next-door neighbor.
Prayers You Feel
The Japanese Church of Jesus Christ
is also unique. One of the greatest joys
we had in the first meeting with Japanese Christians was being able to say
"Amen" together in chorus after the
fervent prayers we could not understand
but could share in spirit. Japanese
church is watching the person next to
you follow the reading of a passage
from Revelation in the front of his
Bible! It has become our privilege just
recently to ask people in our classes if
they have ever heard about Jesus Christ.
In some cases it has been our joy to tell
them the first things they have ever
heard about Him. Please pray with us
that God will give us the power to speak
simply enough for them to understand
what God has done for them in Jesus
Christ, so that they might receive Him
who is Life forevermore.
Evangelical

Visitor

Colleges

Busy Week
Ahead

Three special events will coincide next
week at Messiah College. A MusicLecture feature, the Ministers Conference, and the Black Arts Festival all will
occur between February 16 and 20.
One guest involved in all three programs will be Dr. George D. Kelsey,
Professor of Christian Ethics at Drew
University. His Tuesday evening MusicLecture address, titled "The Peculiar
Status of the Black Minority in America," will be an integral part of the
Ministers Conference and the Arts Festival also. This lecture, of particular contemporary interest, will be open to the
general public at no charge for admission.
On Monday and Tuesday, Dr. Kelsey
will be making other presentations, including a chapel talk on Monday. He
comes to the College as a Danforth
visiting lecturer eminently qualified to
speak on the Christian's proper attitude
toward the racial situation.

The Ministers Conference is scheduled
for Tuesday and Wednesday, February
17 and 18. Those attending the conference will have the opportunity to experience parts of the Black Arts Festival. Also they will hear addresses by Dr.
Thomas A. Carruth, head of the Department of Prayer at Asbury Theological
Seminary, and Dr. George R. Brunk,
from Eastern Mennonite College. Dr.
Brunk will speak about contemporary
approaches to evangelism.
The Arts Festival will feature a weeklong display of the paintings of Philadelphia artist Bargley Hendricks. He will
appear on campus in person near the
end of the week.
Another significant participant in the
Arts Festival will be Gylan Kain, founder of the "Lost Poets" of Harlem. He
will recite his poetry against a musical
background by three black musicians.
Since he is also a Pentecostal preacher,

Dr. George D. Kelsey,
who will be on the
Messiah College Campus
Monday and Tuesday,
February 16 and 17.

Mr. Kain has been asked to address
Chapel on Tuesday.
Dr. Jay Walker, an authority on the
relationship between African and American Negro culture,' will speak for the
Arts Festival on Wednesday. Dr. Walker,
a teacher at the State University of New
York at Geneseo, will also discuss Black
American drama.
Thursday's Chapel will feature local
artists William Pollard (poet) and Deborah Cox (singer) in a presentation of
poetry and music.
Throughout the week, a series of films
portraying black experience in America
will be shown. There will be ample
opportunity provided for discussion and
for reaction to these films. All the
events of the Black Arts Festival should
add up to a meaningful presentation of
the current racial situation.

Messiah Students in Appalachia
Dr. Howard L. Landis
The question is often raised: How
does one commemorate Christmas
meaningfully? Eight Messiah College
students found a personal answer to this
question by sharing part of their Christmas vacation with a needy family in the
mountains of Eastern Kentucky.
An elderly Letcher County couple,
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Breeding, had met
with a disaster. While they were absent
from their home, it was almost completely destroyed by fire. The Kentucky
MCC decided to solicit help to rebuild
the home. About the same time the
MCC was actively looking for volunteers
to rebuild the house, a group of Messiah
College students was looking for a place
to give two weeks of service during
Christmas vacation.
The student group spent some of its
time tearing down a vacant dwelling and
retrieving all usable lumber. The lumber
was then transported to the site where
the new dwelling was being built. Included in the student group was Brenda
Painter, Carolyn Feese, John Bean,
February 10, 1970

David Frey, Larry Gibble, Howard Hall,
Norman Mowery and Robert Shelly. Dr.
Wayne Cassel and Dr. Howard Landis
also accompanied the group for one
week.
Letcher County, once a prosperous
community, has been hit hard by the
decline of the mining industry. Our
experience there was another grim reminder of the fact that many pockets of
poverty exist in this most affluent of
nations. The intense, unfulfilled human
needs in Appalachia (and
indeed
elsewhere) should certainly exercise the
consciences of sensitive Christians in
this nation. We stand accountable to
God when we have so much and many
have so little.
The student group was charmed by
the genuine friendliness of the simple
mountain folk of Eastern Kentucky.
Their unassuming and casual approach
to life stands in sharp contrast to the
raucous din so characteristic of "Yankee
life." As is so often the case, the
students felt that in giving they had
themselves been the major beneficiaries.

CALENDAR
TUESDAY-FEBRUARY 17
Music-Lecture Series
The Peculiar Status of the
Black Minority in America
Dr. George D. Kelsey
FEBRUARY 17-18
Ministers' Conference
Dr. Thomas A. Carruth
Dr. George R. Brunk
FEBRUARY 16-20
Black Arts Festival
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Home
This Church Thinks Its Families Are Important
Esther Boyer with Rev. Korstjens
Rev. Keith Korstjens serves as full-time Minister of Family Life and Special
Ministries at the First Baptist Church, in Pomona, California. In a recent
interview with the Home Page Editor he shares methods, concerns and
discoveries. The interview is passed on to you with the hope that you will
find some worthwhile ideas to use in our church-family ministry.

Editor: Why did your church feel it
was necessary to establish a department
serving family needs only?
Rev. Korstjens: Our concern began
with the observation that our Christian
Education Program was working against
keeping a family together; serving the
church kept them apart. So my department developed in an effort to safeguard the church family. But there were
other concerns. We were concerned with
a reported trend that the family was
becoming a minor center of influence;
peer groups had more to say to individual needs. Also, the problems of urban
life, evidenced in divorce and illegitimate births, for instance, could not be
ignored. The church had spoken to
these issues before, but not with a
separate, concentrated program.
Editor: Does the size of a church
determine the scope of family emphasis?
Rev. Korstjens: No. Where there are
families, there are needs. It isn't easy to
approach these needs in new, creative
ways. To accept and implement modern
methods can be a slow process. It is,
however, necessary and rewarding.
Editor: What are the main needs your
church seeks to satisfy in your family
program?
Rev. Korstjens: We offer counselling
help in marriage and family problems
and, as the areas of need surface, we try
to help. We also have, what we call,
12

preventive counselling. Sunday evenings
I meet with fifteen to twenty couples
who have promised to attend faithfully
a six-week marriage enrichment program. I use film strips, recordings, movies and other prepared materials. Discussion begins by way of an impersonal
situation on film and eventually comes
around to their own personal needs.
Some areas we may cover are; discipline,
worship, finances, sex education, recreation, recognizing the dope problem and
how to deal with it.
Editor: I've heard that you have tried
family camping trips. Would you describe this program?
Rev. Korstjens: We do this to help
meet a family's need for recreation and
worship. Many families have campers
and trailers and we've taken as many as
one hundred twenty people on weekend camping trips. They play together
and worship together in a relaxed atmosphere. It has also been a good
method of outreach. Many families who
would never go to church will go camping.
Editor: Do you engage in any other
important ministries?
Rev. Korstjens: I regard the arrival of
a new baby in a home as a very special
time. I, myself, make a call in every
home when there is a recent birth. I
covet this time for God and the Church.
The parents' hearts are tender and receptive and I want to have a part in

guiding them at this crucial time. The
cradle roll then makes follow-up calls.
We did something on Christmas Eve
that might interest you. This year
Christmas Eve came on a regular church
night. Rather than make our people feel
guilty for not attending church, we
encouraged them to stay home and
worship together as a family. We offered
them a prepared family worship program, which they accepted avidly. We've
received many expressions of appreciation for this.
Editor: What about your familychurch-oriented-program gives you the
most satisfaction?
Rev. Korstjens: The marriages which
have been salvaged; this is deeply satisfying. Also, the rapport I feel with my
Church School class of young couples. I
believe a minister's main emphasis
should be with this group. They are the
prime group in any church.
Editor: Are there any further concerns you would like to share in conclusion?
Rev. Korstjens: A few years ago I was
in the hospital for an extended period
of time. I had time to think. I thought
much about my family and how I had
been taking them for granted. I came to
see that they had greatly enriched my
life and I resolved to rediscover this
precious gift God had given to me. Now
I have the privilege of helping other
Dads to do the same thing.
Evangelical Visitor
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Church News

of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Mulligan, Nov. 8, by
Rev. Robert J. Rolston, Ridgeway, Ont.
Wyles-Horton: Angla Horton, Wells Tannery
and John Wyles, Jr., Saxton, Nov. 6 by Rev.
Bedsaul Agee.

BIRTHS
Ebersole: Stacy Joy, Dec. 17 to Mr. and
Mrs. Nelson Ebersole, Fairland.
Engle: Lisa Rae, Dec. 7, to Mr. and Mrs.
Leon Engle, Highland.
Falk: Deana Lynne, Jan. 17, to Mr. and Mrs.
Noel Falk, Grantham.
Falls: Candace Matilda, Jan. 8, to Mr. and
Mrs. Russell Falls, Goodwill & Cedar Springs.
Gettel: Roger Lynn, Dec. 17, to Mr. and
Mrs. Jay Gettel, Mount Rock.
Hamilton: Jill Denise, Jan. 5, to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Hamilton, Grantham.
Hussick: Stephen David, Jan. 7, to Mr. and
Mrs. George Hussick, Saxton.
Lenhert: Anthony Dale, Nov. 11, to Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth Lenhert, Athens, Greece, Grantham.
Long: Mark Alan, Dec. 27, to Mr. and Mrs.
Gerald Long, Cedar Springs.
Oldham: David Charles, Dec. 31, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Oldham, Martinsburg.
O'Neal: Dawn Renee, Sept. 17, to Mr. and
Mrs. Michael O'Neal, Saxton.
Panebaker: Dianna Lee, Nov. 20, to Mr. and
Mrs. Gilbert Panebaker, Fairview, Pa.
Potteiger: Jody Lynn, Dec. 13, to Mr. and
Mrs. Daniel Potteiger, Perkiomen Valley.
Reed: Rachel Mechelle, Dec. 26, to Mr. and
Mrs. Ronald Reed, Saxton.
Slagenweit: Bridgitte Madonna, Dec. 16, to
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Slagenweit, Jr., Martinsburg.
Stern: Jeffery Richard, Dec. 1, to Mr. and
Mrs. Joel Stern, Martinsburg.

WEDDINGS
Bauman-Landis: Joan, d. of Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Landis, and Ronald, s. of Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Bauman, Dec. 20, by Rev. Clarence
Didden, Limerick, Pa.
Dasher-Dodson: Deborah, d. of Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Dodson, Hopewell, Pa., and Frank King
Dasher, New Enterprise, Pa., were united in
marriage Dec. 22, by Rev. Earl J. Lehman.
Eberly-Culbertson: Mrs. Pearl Culbertson
and Paul Eberly, Chambersburg, Pa., Dec. 20,
by bride's brother, Rev. Arthur Pilgrim.
Fie welling- Jtosenberger: Ida, d. of Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Rosenberger, Souderton and Rev.
Elwood Flewelling, Jan. 18, by Rev. Isaiah B.
Harley and Rev. John A. Byers.
Forry-Watson: Mrs. Anna Watson of Manheim and Benjamin Forry, Mt. Pleasant, Jan.
18, by Rev. Gray bill Wolgemuth.
MulUgan-Bouwman: Margaret, d. of Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Bouwman and Leroy Mulligan, s.
14

OBITUARIES
Book: Rachel Minerva Book born Feb. 14,
1920, in Pleasant Hill, Ohio, passed away Dec.
29. She was married to Wayne Book May 14,
1942. Her husband and these children survive:
Lanette, Ronald and Janise, also two grandchildren. Funeral services were held at the
Upland Church with Pastor Elbert Smith
officiating, assisted by Rev. C. Ray Heisey.
Interment was in the Bellvue Mausoleum,
Ontario, Calif.
Brown: Louise Brown, daughter of Henry
and Sarah Bair, born Nov. 9, 1883, passed
away Sept. 1, 1969. She was united in
marriage to James Brown April 25, 1966. Mr.
Brown preceded her in death Aug. 19, 1966.
Surviving are three sons, Charles W., Ellis M.,
and Elmer, all of Saxton; 12 grandchildren
and one sister. The funeral service was held
from the Masood Chapel with Pastor Bedsaul
Agee officiating.
Gartland: Mrs. Kathryn K. Gartland was
born Nov. 10, 1894, and passed away Nov.
19. She was married to Edward Gartland
March 14, 1917. Surviving are her husband
and a son, Ralph of Los Angeles, Calif. Funeral services were conducted by Rev. Bruce
Urey assisted by Rev. Howard Feather. Interment was in the Fairview Cemetery, Martinsburg.
Huffman: Francis W. Huffman, son of John
and Margaret Huffman, was born Oct. 20,
1884, at Saxton and passed away Oct. 14. He
was united in marriage to Mary Elizabeth
Fessler May 1, 1909. She preceded him in
death Sept. 14, 1966. Surviving are the
following children: Mrs. Margaret Stutler,
Charles and Mrs. Lloyd Reed, all of Saxton.
Also 15 grandchildren and 26 great grandchildren. Three sons preceded him in death.
Funeral services were held from the Masood
Funeral Chapel with Rev. Bedsaul Agee officiating. Interment was in the Stonerstown
Cemetery.
Haun: Mrs. Clara Haun passed away in her
95th year at Port Colborne, Ontario. She is
survived by a son, Edward; and a daughter,
Marie and six grandchildren. The memorial
service was conducted from the Sherkston
Brethren in Christ Church by Bishop Roy V.
Sider with interment in the Ridgeway Cemetery.
Sherk: Clara (Winger) Sherk of Fisherville,
Ontario, passed away Dec. 17, in her 74th
year. She is survived by her husband, Wilmer
W. Sherk, and the following sons: Joseph,
Bert and Maurice and eleven grandchildren.
One son, John, predeceased her in 1941.
Funeral service was conducted by Rev. Paul
Nigh and Rev. Edward Gilmore. Interment
was at Bethel Cemetery.

Wolgemuth: Ezra E. Wolgemuth, of the
Brethren Home, Neffsville, died Jan. 13. He
was the husband of Anna Stehman Wolgemuth. Born in Mt. Joy Township, he was the
son of the late Daniel N. Wolgemuth. Besides
his wife, he is survived by the following
children: ; C. Miller; Paris N.; Rev. Harold M.;
Martin; Charles; Elizabeth, wife of John
Honsaker, Col. Clarence E., U.S.A.F.; Ezra
M.; and 19 grandchildren and 17 greatgrandchildren and a sister. He is also survived by
two stepdaughters and two stepsons, ten step
grandchildren and nine step-great grandchildren. The funeral services were held from the
Cross Roads Church with Rev. B. E. Thuma
and Rev. Bruce Urey officiating. Interment
was in the adjoining cemetery.
Wright: Russell Allen Wright was born
March 3, 1926 and passed away Jan. 14.
Funeral services were held from the Shermans
Valley Brethren in Christ Church with Pastor
Earl J. Lehman officiating. Interment was in
the Dry Hill Cemetery at Woodbury.

ALLEGHENY CONFERENCE
The Fairview Church, near York, Pa., reported a presentation on Sunday night, January 4, by a guest speaker, Captain Charles
McCaffery of York City Police Department.
He emphasized lack of love as a major cause
in youth delinquency. He reported his experience in representing the mayor and town of
York in a convention in Washington, D.C.,
which was to chart a pattern of life for the
youth of today. It was so taken over by the
element representing the Woodstock, New
York, gathering of 400,000 youth that he felt
entirely out of place until a girl of seventeen
representing a town in Oklahoma, for twenty-two minutes boldly witnessed to her Christian heritage, faith and principles. He expected she would be ostracized but was
amazed that the convention listened attentively and not only accepted her but sought her
fellowship. She demonstrated that she had
what they were blindly seeking. Through her
the direction of the convention was changed
according to Captain McCaffery.
October 5 was Rally Day at the Martinsburg
Church with Mr. Max Baker singing a solo,
"I'd Rather Have Jesus" in the opening of the
Sunday school and then teaching the adult
lesson. Captain Charles McCaffery was the
morning worship speaker. October 19-26 was
the time of the fall revival with Bishop Charlie
B. Byers speaking. On the evening of the 26th
the Gospel Tide Hour had part in the program. December 21 the Christmas program
was given with the Junior Sunday School
singing their Christmas songs-an original skit
was given by the Oscar Stern family and a
Christmas reading was given.
The Saxton Church reports that a number
of their congregation participated in tract
distribution in Saxton during the fall months.
The Children's Bible Hour opened the first
Tuesday in October with an enrollment of
forty-three children. Rev. Dale Ulery conducted the fall revival from October 19-November 2. After the Christmas program, December 21, the group went carolling and
delivered a number of fruit baskets to the

Evangelical Visitor

shut-ins. The members ot the congregation
made a total of 1060 visits for 1969. The
Home-builders class sponsored the encasing in
brick of the outdoor bulletin board and the
adult class bought new aluminum letters.

ATLANTIC CONFERENCE
Mr. and Mrs. Theron M. Books, Cleona, Pa.,
observed their 62nd Wedding Anniversary
January 9. They are members of the Fairland
congregation. They are about 83 years of age
and are able to attend services. Mr. Books was
a carpenter all his life and still works part
time for his son. Mrs. Books enjoys her
hobbies, making rugs and hot pads.
They are the parents of three children,
Olive, wife of Harold Hostetter, Annville;
congregation. He has served for twenty-seven
years as pastor of the Wainfleet congregation.
Rev. Gilmore had also served as bishop of the
former Wainfleet District churches. In the
evening a special program was given to honor
Rev. and Mrs. Gilmore for their faithful
service to the church. Words of farewell and
appreciation were spoken by the Gilmores
who have now accepted a call as pastor of the
Boyle congregation on a part-time basis. They
will continue to make their home at Wainfleet.

CENTRAL CONFERENCE

Orpha, wife of James Templin, Lebanon; and
Theodore, Cleona. They have two grandsons
and one great granddaughter. A son, Ethan
and a grandson Lance Cpl. Jay K. Books, are
deceased.
Dr. and Mrs. Leroy Steinbrecher, at home
for the present in the Manor congregation,
plan to leave in the near future for the
Mtshabezi Mission Hospital. They shared a
meditation and showed pictures at Manor,
January 11. On January 21, Jay Whitwell, a
male nurse whose home is in Texas, who
ministered at the Brethren in Christ Hospital
in India for some time, is now back in this
country. He spoke at the Manor Church and
showed slides of our work at the Madhipura
Hospital.
January 18, Mr. David Ebaugh, an electrical
engineer from Harrisburg, gave a prophetic
message at the Mount Pleasant Church,
The Souderton Church had a Child Dedication service for five children January 11.

CANADIAN CONFERENCE
Part of the morning service at the Wainfleet
Church, December 21, was in charge of the
Gospel Team as a farewell gesture to James
Gilmore, who discontinued his part in the
Wainfleet Four Quartet on December 31,
after thirty-five years of service. Baptismal
services were conducted for eleven candidates
December 14. On December 28, Rev. Edward
Gilmore preached his farewell sermon to a full
February 10, 1970

The Highland Church had as their guest
speaker on a recent Sunday evening, Glen
Heise, a Messiah College student, who shared
his experiences this past summer at the
Brooklyn Mission, where he served under the
work-study program. Guest speakers at the
January WMPC service were Rev. and Mrs.
Elam Dohner, pastor of the extension church
at Phoneton, Ohio.
The evening of January 18 a very informative picture concerning LSD was shown at the
Pleasant Hill Church.

brought the ordination sermon. Also assisting
in the service were Melvin Boose and Robert
Bushnell, pastors of the Dallas Center and Des
Moines c h u r c h e s , r e s p e c t i v e l y . Reverend
Henry F. Landis, Midwest Conference Representative on the Board of Administration, also
shared in the program. The ordination vows
and the charge to the newly ordained minister
were given by Bishop Climenhaga.
The Reverend Rickman is a graduate of
Vennard College and is presently working
towards a Master's degree at Drake University.
He has served as a missionary to Alaska under
the Evangelical Covenant Church and as pastor of the Faith Chapel Brethren in Christ
Church, Rhodes, Iowa (1967-1969).
He is now Assistant Professor of General Education at Vennard College.
He is married to the former Deana Lee
Schneider. They are the parents of three children.

Missions Addenda

MIDWEST CONFERENCE
In the Bethany Messenger, Pastor Henry F.
Landis reports a baptismal service for four
persons.

PACIFIC CONFERENCE
The Upland congregation had Rev. Barkman, director of Grace Children's Home,
Nebraska, as their guest speaker. His theme
was "Kept by the Power of God" and he
showed pictures of the land of Hungary.

Ordination of Edward Rickman
W. Edward Rickman was ordained to the
gospel ministry at a service of ordination in
the Des Moines Brethren in Christ Church on
Sunday, November 16.
The service was in charge of Bishop Arthur
M. Climenhaga, Bishop of the Midwest Conference. He was assisted by Dr. Merne A.
Harris, President of Vennard College, who

Missionary Recruits for Zambia: Marshall and Eleanor (Herr) Poe and Keith
Eric. A former VSer to Africa, Marshall
(Chambersburg) now returns after completing college at Messiah, seminary at
Goshen, a few years of pastoring Bethel
Community Church—and w i t h a wife
(Pleasant Hill) and son.
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The Contemporary Scene
Biafra is dead. But the tribal tensions which gave birth to
Biafra are not dead. It will take some time before soldiers
f r o m both sides of the conflict can embrace each other.
Biafra's surrender to Federal Nigeria on Monday, January
12, 1970, opens the way for reconciliation. But for
reconciliation to come about the victors must be generous
and the defeated cooperative. It will be weeks before the
world learns whether or not such human qualities can
emerge f r o m people who have been 30 months in open
combat, and decades, if not centuries, wary of each other.
THINGS FALL

APART

A t the time of its independence f r o m Britain, October 1,
1960, Nigeria was divided into three regions: N o r t h , East
and West, roughly corresponding to the areas in which the
three largest tribes live: Hausa, Ibo and Yoruba.
Tribal antagonisms began to harden soon after independence. Suspicion and fear grew among these three tribes, so
much so that peoples of each region had greater loyalties to
their regional governments than they did to the federal
government in Lagos, which was dominated by Muslim
Northerners.
Six years after independence the Prime Minister was
assassinated in a military coup. The officer then to rise as
supreme ruler was an Ibo. Within months the North looked
upon the military coup as an Ibo coup, and directed their
anger against Ibo civilians living in the North. More than
30,000 Ibos were killed and the surviving t w o million fled
to their homelands in the Eastern Region. Another military
coup brought Colonel Gowon to supreme command of
Federal Nigeria. But military forces under Lieutenant
Colonel Ojukwu, then Military Governor of the Eastern
Region, remained f a i t h f u l to him rather than to Federal
Nigeria.
Six months later, in an attempt to break the Ibo power of
the Eastern Region, Gowon attempted to carve Nigeria into
12 regions, w i t h the East to be divided into three. Three
days later, on May 30, 1967, the Eastern Region declared
itself an independent state, to be called the Republic of
Biafra, taking its name from the bight whose waters wash
its shores.
A TIME TO BUILD
The Mennonite Central Committee ministered to civilian
victims on both sides of the conflict. Two nurses served in
the area under Nigerian control since the fall of 1968.

A Time
to Build

Omar Eby

A medical team of a doctor and a nurse entered Biafra in
January 1969. This team, with changes in personnel, served
until forced to leave on January 9 for Sao Tome island off
the coast of Nigeria.
There still remains on Sao Tome island food which was to
have been airlifted to Biafra. MCC has both food and
money available for any expanded emergency relief program which might develop.
Now that the Nigerian war is over, relief organizations the
world over want to mount a massive operation for getting
in food and medicines. Nigerian officials have made it quite
plain that they are going to be very selective as to whom
they allow in to assist them in such an operation. For the
moment, it appears that organizations such as Joint Church
Aid, which flew in relief to Biafra during the war, will not
be invited by Nigeria to join in any expanded emergency
relief program.
Such an attitude is difficult for Europeans and Americans
to appreciate, even the Western Christians, particularly
those who make a career of corporate compassion. But
Nigeria is trying to make two things clear: (1) she alone will
determine how to feed her hungry, and (2) she will decide
also who gets fed.
On the second point African and European values would
clash. Europeans rush to rescue dying babies and old
people. But Africans would say: "Water the roots, not the
leaves," which means they intend to keep alive the adults
who can again bear offspring. Americans and Europeans
will have to guard against accusing the Africans of being
callous simply because Nigerians do not feed whom
Westerners w o u l d , nor in the manner they would.
The call now is to sustained compassion, even though we
may feel frustrated or indignant since we have less power in
shaping the expression of that compassion.
MCC Release (abridged)
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